Lil Bears Preschool - Toddlers and Young 2’s
Our Lil Bears classroom is full of energetic little people who just
want to have fun!
Our main goal is to teach them to LISTEN and FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS, which can be very challenging at this age, but
they’re very important first steps.
We do spend lots of time playing but we balance that with lots of
fun activities:
Circle Time – a daily group activity that introduces early learning concepts like abc’s,
counting, colors, shapes, songs and just plain conversation. We don’t always know
what they’re saying, but they have a lot going on and they really want to tell us!
Table Activities – coloring (scribbling, actually!), puzzles, art projects – because we’re
learning how to focus and keep busy without roaming all the time!
Dancing and Singing – it’s fun, healthy and we actually think we’re really good
dancers! Baby Shark and Gummie Bears are our current favorites.
Eating Independently – another huge challenge! Getting more IN them than ON them
is so rewarding!
We spend time outside the classroom visiting our Playroom and Playground, more
physical activity that is fun and good for us!
We have snack (provided by us) at 10:00 and 3:30, lunch (provided by you) at Noon
and we nap (on small sleeping bags) from 12:30 until about 2:30. Diaper changes are
about every 2 hours (unless, you know what, those are changed immediately and
taken straight outside!).
What we teach:
Reciting the alphabet as a group, counting from 1 to 10, primary colors, basic shapes,
the Pledge of Allegiance, the ability to stay seated during activities, lining up and
walking quietly through halls, being nice, sharing, taking turns, using manners.
Report cards are sent home in January and June.
What you’ll need to bring:
An insulated bag with an ice pack to keep food/juice chilled
A change of clothing including an undershirt and socks
A small sleeping back, placed in a pillowcase for storage
Diapers, wipes, ointments and any necessary medications

- All of these items should be marked with your child’s name -

